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In Modern Hebrew, the hypocoristic suffix –uš has expanded from personal names to virtually all lexical 

categories and even verbal and adverbial constructions (Gonen & Vaismann  2011; Avidan in prep). This 

change appears related to the sociolinguistic expansion of this suffix to more speaker groups. In this 

presentation I claim that this suffix encodes the function of marking positive stance towards the 

addressee, which provides motivation  for its expansion both across lexical categories and speaker groups.  

The pragmatic study of stance is the study of the linguistic inferring and encoding of attitude 

(DuBois 2007). It is the point of interface between shared linguistic form, individual speaker profile and 

sociocultural value. One form of stance taking is encoding positive or negative attitude towards the 

addressee which enables them to disambiguate the speaker’s stance and thereby derive the correct 

enrichments necessary for comprehension (Ariel 2008, 2010).  

Hebrew has two hypocoristic suffixes, -i (Bat-El 2005) and -uš which have nearly overlapping 

morphophonological constraints, thus making it possible for any word that can take one to take the 

other. This redundancy is likely to have facilitated the adoption of the suffix’s expanded function. 

Semantically, it is illuminating to analyze hypocoristics as special cases of encoded positive 

stance markers restricted to personal names (Savickiene and Dressler 2007). Even if not initially 

encoded as positive, the very purpose and nature of pet names will associate them with positive stance. 

By generalizing the specification of this function, speakers were able to first expand the suffix from 

personal nouns (e.g. dana  dani) to interjections (hay ‘hello’  hayuš and bay ‘bye’  bayuš), then 

all nouns (e.g. ximya ‘chemistry’  ximyuš) and then finally verbal constructions (zanznu ‘let’s go’  

zaznuš). 

This use of the suffix originates in the speech of teenagers in the Tel-Aviv area and was 

especially associated with an underprivileged register (telavivit ‘Tel-Avivish’ and fakácit ‘Bimbo-ish’). 

Speakers who do not use the suffix report association with superficiality, childishness, femininity and 

even homosexuality. Older speakers who have adopted the suffix commonly report that they began 



using it in ironic speech but later found themselves using it with no such intention. Many over age 

speakers, however, report adopting it naturally. 

In this presentation I show that by the combined generalization of the suffix as a positive stance 

marker and its grammatical expansion has enabled the suffix to be enlisted by the speakers for this 

function despite its phonological restrictions and its sociolinguistic underprivileged status. The desired 

effect of stance taking must outweigh the social “cost” of using an underprivileged register. In addition, 

I claim that the domains of speech and written language display different usages: while spoken language 

is satisfied with employing the suffix to mark stance, written language often then uses the positively 

marked construction as a hedging device (Schröder and Markkanen 1991) to prevent or mitigate the 

impression that the statement was written with a negative stance in mind. The encoding and 

grammaticalization of “purely pragmatic” functions is a rapid process and more research needs to be 

directed at observing the development and adoption of this and comparable suffixes as an accessible 

case study for the interface of pragmatics and grammar. 
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